Local Spatial Obesity Analysis and Estimation Using Online Social Network Sensors
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Abstract: Recently, the online social networks (OSNs) have received considerable attentions as a revolutionary platform to offer users massive social interaction among users that enables users to be more involved in their own healthcare. The OSNs have also promoted increasing interests in the generation of analytical, data models in health informatics. This paper aims at developing an obesity identification, analysis, and estimation model, in which each individual user is regarded as an online social network ‘sensor’ that can provide valuable health information. The OSN-based obesity analytic model requires each sensor node in an OSN to provide associated features, including dietary habit, physical activity, integral/incidental emotions, and self-consciousness. Based on the detailed measurements on the correlation of obesity and proposed features, the OSN obesity analytic model is able to estimate the obesity rate in certain urban areas and the experimental results demonstrate a high success estimation rate. The measurements and estimation experimental findings created by the proposed obesity analytic model show that the online social networks could be used in analyzing the local spatial obesity problems effectively.
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1. Introduction

Advancements in social network, social media, and mobile technologies have significantly attracted tremendous attention from researchers and all kinds of users. In view of the features such as free exchange of information, users can share their interests, experiences and many other kinds of information through online social networks.
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In healthcare applications, the online social network could be a very effective tool, this is because that online social networks have been the most popular web service and attracted lots of users to exchange information. According to the information, we could learn some characteristics about each user such as their hobbies, interests and their health condition. Therefore, online social networks user can be regarded as separate node releasing and receiving information like the node in Internet of things (IoT). The users in IoT are able to handle various real-world information spread in the network.\cite{1, 2} Online social networks can be understood as the online sensor networks and each user, which can be regarded as a social sensor, has a unique identification, and can post information or spread information from others. The schematic diagram is outlined in Figure 1. As shown in the figure, the continuous information is poured into online social networks by users using various social networking sites. Based on data acquisition techniques and big data analytics, the information closely related to people’s living habits and health condition can be gathered from the internet. The medical institutions and Centers for Disease Control and prevention can receive this kind of information in time which can aid in disease control and prevention.

![Diagram of Healthcare IoT-based online social networks](image)

**Figure 1.** Example of Healthcare IoT-based online social networks

Users access the internet with various terminal devices and post or forward information in each online social network. User information can be gathered by area and provided to the medical personnel and disease control and prevention administrators after detailed and reasonable analysis and process. Compared with the traditional IoT solutions, we could carry out healthcare research
in certain area much easier with online social networks as their large information and user scales. For example, the data of Twitter users has been used to supervise the flu trend. In the surveillance process each user is regarded as a social sensor and the flu trend can be supervised by using temporal topic models weekly \[^3\]. This will also reduce the cost as we do not need a large number of physical sensor devices. Furthermore, we could achieve healthcare information from user’s perspective of subjective.

Obesity is a key research issue in healthcare research field which can cause great negative impact on people's health and have been associated with many diseases such as diabetes, heart disease and high blood pressure \[^5\]. At present, obesity has become a major public health issue in the worldwide especially in developed countries. Directly report and sampling survey are the two main existing ways to obtain obesity status of population in certain location such as the data collected by centers for disease control and prevention (CDC). Obesity and overweight problems are closely related to people’s dietary habit, exercise habit and other features of life-style which are hard to collect. By utilizing the user data in online social network platforms, researchers can extract obesity-related information based on user’s posts, user profiles and their online behaviors. These kinds of data could enrich the data sources used in the existing studies and is help for the further research like obesity estimation, which can provide effective supplement for obesity control and prevention.

However, obesity study with online social networks is a challenging task due to several reasons. First, unlike the influenza and the other diseases, obesity has no periodicity and can hardly be characterized by abruptness therefore, it is difficult to accurately evaluate and predict the trend of obesity. In addition, obesity is related to many factors which should be carefully analyzed and selected according to the online social network data. Finally, the data scale in online social network is very huge which can make extra difficulties for obesity study.

By means of information acquisition technologies such as web crawler, we can collect and utilize the original and forwarded information posted by users. Based on these “social sensor”, the online social network users the life-style and behavioral habit of people in certain area can be explore and monitored which gives us an opportunity to study the obesity problem with the online data.

In order to study the obesity problem with the online social network data in a more effectively way, we have analyzed the correlation between obesity and some features extracted from Twitter and
tried to predicate the trend in different location. The primary aims of this paper are finding out the features which are quantifiable and exactly related to obesity according to the Twitter data, and then estimating the obesity rate with these proposed features in certain areas.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1. Extending the range of online social networks application. There are already many studies about online social networks application such as using online social network data for public opinion monitoring, business marketing and infectious disease predication. Our study shows that the online social network data can be used to study the problem of chronic disease and potentially can be used many other research fields.

2. An obesity estimation method based on online social network data and authoritative data. The experimental results also show that our method can be effectively to estimate the obesity rate in a certain area.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3 describes the obesity detection framework. Data processing is presented in Section 4. We show the experimental results in Section 5. In the end the discussion and conclusion are provided in Section 6.

2. Related works

Recently, with the online social networks grow in popularity, the public has uploaded tremendous data to online social networks, where the users can be regarded as social sensors. The behavior and information of online social network users can reflect conditions of the physical world [5]. Especially, the huge amount of online social network user data is very valuable for healthcare field [6].

There are already some diseases studies based on online social networks which can offer valuable experience for our research. Influenza trend is one of most-studied disease problems based on online social networks. Google flu trends (GFT) is a widely used research tool that uses the search engine data to predict the flu trends of the real world [7]. In many existing methods, Twitter or Facebook data are used to detect the outbreaks of Influenza and predict the trend. For instance, Aramaki et al. have proposed an influenza detecting method with positive and negative tweet information about influenza which outperforms the Google method [8]. Brennan et al. used the
geo-tagged tweets to infer the flow of individuals between cities and on this basis, they can predict the prevalence of flu or other similar disease \[9\]. Paul et al. studied the correlation between tweets content and surveillance result in many countries they found that Twitter data can be used to effectively supervise flu trend \[10\]. These studies have used online data to analyze and predict the flu trends and achieved good results, which gives good reference value for us to study the obesity problem. But unlike the infectious disease, obesity is a chronic disease, these existing flu-related research cannot be directly applied to the analysis or predication on chronic disease.

A few researches use online social networks to deal with other diseases. For instance, Eichstaedt et al. predicted the atherosclerotic heart disease by using the factors of social relationships, disengagement and emotion extracted from Twitter \[11\]. Larsen et al. proposed a “We Feel” system with analyzing the tweet information in Twitter which can reflect the emotion variation of people in certain area \[12\]. Yang et al. proposed an automatic method to detect depressed users based on their tweet information and GIS technology which can improve diagnosis techniques for depression \[13\].

For the obesity study, there are also some studies with the online social network data. For instance, Gore et al. analyzed the tweet content and measure the obesity rate in urban areas within the United States \[14\]. Chou et al. have analyzed the topic and conversations about obesity in online social networks but they did not carry out further research such as predication \[15\]. These studies show that online social networks can be used to explore the progression of chronic diseases such as obesity and provide some ways of problem solving such as area division method of online users. But there still exist some disadvantages in the existing studies, for example, the main works of some studies are only basic measurements and some studies have carried out obesity estimation or predication only based on few features and simple predicting method. These methods often ignore the statistical caliber, weighting analysis in effect factors and other important characteristics. The IoT for healthcare study gives us useful thought to the obesity study based on social sensors \[16\].

In IoT-enabled healthcare system, a lifelogging data validation model is proposed for eliminating irregular uncertainties and estimating data \[17\]. The large number of resource-constrained sensors in healthcare may create tremendous amount of data, which could be a challenge \[18\]. In recent, a number of IoT-enabled healthcare systems are proposed to make efficient diagnosis, and monitoring of health in these environments \[19\].
3. Framework of obesity detection

The obesity detection process involves two stages: data collection and obesity rate estimation process. Figure 2 shows the schema of the detection process. In the data collection process, the information that we need for obesity estimation can be extracted from each user in online social networks and from medical institutes or other authoritative sources. Then for the computational process we can find out the features closely related to obesity according to the acquired online social network data and authoritative medical data. The obesity status estimation can be handled with these features by proper estimation algorithms.

As shown in Figure 2, the data used in our paper include two categories: online social network data and authoritative medical data about obesity. The data of online social networks are crawled from Twitter which is one of the most popular online social network sites. We have crawled the user and tweet information with the geo-tagging information. In the collected dataset, there are 41 million tweets from 110 major cities which are posted from January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2013. The acquired Twitter data includes tweet ID, post time, tweet content, poster ID, and poster full name.

The obesity data used in this paper are collected from the Gallup Healthways Wellbeing Survey
and the Data, Maps and Trends of Overweight & Obesity (CDC, centers for disease control and prevention, USA) \cite{20, 21}. These data resources provide geographic obesity rates with the provincial or city level during 2012~2013.

4. Data processing

In online social networks, each node (online social network user) may post lots of information, thus we need filter the useless information to select proper features to estimate the obesity rate in certain areas. The criterions for the feature selection include the following aspects:

(a) Features must by associated with obesity,

(b) Features must be measurable.

Based on our analysis on online social network data and the medical data, we will explore various features and demonstrate their effectiveness on obesity study. The proposed features can be categorized as follows:

- **Dietary habit.** The dietary habit has a close correlation with the changes in body weight. The bad eating habit such as eating large amount of high calorie foods and fast foods can present huge problems to weight management and is contributing to the current obesity problem in the world wide.

- **Physical Activity.** Physical activity is important factor closely related obesity. People who have little physical activity or simply not, often suffered from the problem of obesity and the diseases caused by obesity.

- **Emotion features.** Negative emotions like anxiety, pressure and depression are also key factors of the obesity problem. The negative emotion can cause listlessness and mood swings which may affect hormone balance and dietary, therefore leading to obesity.

- **Self-consciousness.** People who care about the body shape or the weight problem may pay more attention to their eating habit and living style. Therefore, this feature could be also related to obesity.

We collected the above four kinds of features according to the information posted by each user in online social networks. These features give us an opportunity to study obesity problem based on the online social networks. Then we will show a more detailed presentation about each feature and explain how these features are selected.
4.1. Dietary habit

Food is always one of the most popular topics in online social networks. Users often post content about what they are eating or talk about their favorite foods from which we can infer the dietary habits of different users. From the point of food energy and food types we propose three features to characterize the dietary habit.

4.1.1 High Calorie Foods

To quantify the dietary content of this feature we identify the users related to the high calorie foods which are selected according to the USDA National Nutrient Database. Instead of using only the traditional keyword-based method, the sentiment orientation is also involved during the measurement process. For example, ‘like’ is one of these words which can indicate user’s attitude. So we can find out more accurate search results about these users who are interested in the high calorie foods. Furthermore, due to the differences on urban scale, the number of Twitter user could be different for each area. Hence, the absolute numbers of related tweet and users scale will be higher in these locations with large scale, and this problem can cause inaccurate analysis results.

As there is no existing statistics for the user number of each urban area we have proposed a method to estimate the user number at a certain area. The process is to calculate how many users contained in all the tweets with a specific geo-tag collected over a time period. The result will approximate the number of users in the geo-tag area.

For a certain urban area, the high calorie food feature can be calculated as follows:

\[ f_{l,hcf}^l = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} D_h(i)}{P(l)} \]  

where \( f_{l,hcf}^l \) means the high calorie food density in the certain area \( l \). As different urban area has different online social network users, more users may cause more tweets. So in order to get rid of the problem caused by the quantitative differences of online social network users, there should be a normalization process. \( P(l) \) is the normalized user number of \( l \), \( i \) denotes different kinds of high calorie food, \( D_h(i) \) is the number of users who like the \( i \)th high calorie food.

4.1.2 Fast Foods

Fast foods are always high in calories and have a large number of customers. Hence it will be measured as part of the dietary habit in our experiments. In order to quantify this feature, we
choose the top 10 fast food chains in America as the analysis objects, for example McDonald’s and Burger King. For each urban area, we intend to find out users who like or eat fast food frequently. To do this the tweet selection process is similar with the high calorie foods, the tweet contains the fast food name and the co-occurrence word such as ‘like’. According to the above analysis the fast food eating habit in a certain area can calculated as follows:

$$f_{ld}^i = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} D_f(i)}{P(l)}$$

where $f_{ld}^i$ is the fast food density in the certain area $l$, $P(l)$ is the normalized user number of $l$, $i$ denotes the types of fast food restaurants, $D_f(i)$ denotes the number of users which are considered as loving and often eating fast food.

4.2. Physical activity

There are lots of tweets related to physical activity and sports on this basis, we analyze the relationship between obesity and physical activity from two aspects: (a) popular professional sports, (b) fitness exercises.

4.2.1 Popular professional sports

Playing basketball and football can have contribution to keep fit and obesity control. Professional sports attract lots of attention from various people and there are so many users talking about these sports. We intend to investigate that compared with the fitness sports how is relationship between these sports and obesity based on the Twitter data. The selected professional sports include basketball, football, baseball, tennis, etc. With the analysis on the users who like and usually take part in these sports according to the tweet content about these sports, we can get the results about the relationship between popular sports and obesity. The calculation process is as follows:

$$f_{ps}^i = \frac{\sum_{i=i}^{m} (S_p(i) + S_p'(i))}{P(l)}$$

where $f_{ps}^i$ is the popular professional sports density in the certain area $l$, $i$ denotes the number of popular sports which are already mentioned, $S_p(i)$ denotes the number of users who have expressed their favorite feelings on these sports. As there are too many tweets related with the selected sports we have analyzed the users, which have a positive attitude to these sports such as
“Time for basketball now”. Hence, \( S'_p(i) \) denotes the number of this kind of user. \( P(l) \) is the normalized user number of \( l \).

### 4.2.2 Fitness sports

For the fitness sports, the related user selection is similar with the previous features measurement. If a tweet from a user contains the specific sports and with positive sentiment tendency, it will be marked and put in the targeted collection. All these fitness sports are selected based on the obesity presentation guideline in CDC such as jogging, yoga, aerobics, etc. The fitness sports density in a certain area can be calculated as follows:

\[
f^I_{fs} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} S_{fs}(i)}{P(l)}
\]

where \( f^I_{fs} \) is the fitness sports density in area \( l \), \( P(l) \) is the normalized user number of \( l \), \( S_{fs}(i) \) denotes the number of users who like and often do fitness sports.

### 4.3. Emotion features

Stress is another important factor which can result in obesity. Online social networks are important platforms for users to express their emotions. Therefore, along with the words related to the negative emotions such as depression and stress expressed in Twitter we have analyzed the overall condition of emotion in a certain place. Then the relationship between obesity and the emotion condition expressed from online social networks can be analyzed. The users with the negative emotion problem are measured by their tweets: If the tweets contain the complaint or statement with the depression, stress and other fifteen negative emotion words, the user will be labeled. The calculation is as follows:

\[
f^I_{ef} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E(i)}{P(l)}
\]

where \( f^I_{ef} \) is the stress and depress emotion density in area \( l \), \( P(l) \) is the normalized user number of \( l \), \( E(i) \) denotes the number of users who has shown their negative emotion such as stress and depression in Twitter.

### 4.4. Self-consciousness

With the growing concerning on obesity, users have been paying more attention to their weight
and figure. Users who are not satisfied with their body may post the tweets with the content as complaining gaining weight in the Twitter. We call this feature as self-consciousness and intend to analyze whether this kind of information have correlation with obesity. To measure this feature, the users which have posted tweets about expressing the willing of lose weight will be labeled. The calculation can be as follows:

\[
f_{sc}^l = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} C(i)} \sum_{i=1}^{n} C(i)
\]

(6)

where \(f_{sc}^l\) is the self-consciousness density in area \(l\), \(P(l)\) is the normalized user number of \(l\), \(C(i)\) denotes the number of users who have post tweet about losing weight or keeping fit.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Feature measurement results

Figure 3. Correlation of high calorie foods and obesity rate

The purpose of the measurement experiments is to attempt to find out the proper relationship between the proposed features and obesity rate. According to the dataset, we have analyzed the correlation of obesity rate and each feature in different urban areas.

(1) Dietary habit and obesity
Figure 3 shows the correlation of high calorie foods and obesity rate in different urban areas. As the population sizes in some areas are too different we have removed these places with small population and Twitter data. In addition, for the cities with close geographic position, we only keep the area with the largest population.

It is obvious that obesity rate has positive correlation with high calorie food density. For example, the city Boulder, CO has the lowest obesity rate and the lowest high calorie food density as well. On the contrary, Mobile, AL is the city with high obesity rate and high rate of high calorie food density.

Fast foods are one of the causes of the obesity hence usually eating fast food can make the obesity rate into a high level. Then in order to further investigate the relationship between dietary habit and obesity, the correlation of fast food density and obesity rate is also being measured. The results are shown in figure 4. According to the results it is clear that the high obesity rate areas are more likely to have high fast foods density.

Figure 4. Correlation of fast foods and obesity rate

From the above measurement results, the dietary habit extracted from Twitter can be regarded as correlation with obesity rate. The measurement results show proper correlation of dietary habit and obesity which is to say that although our target user selection process abandon lots of users but the results are well enough to support the analysis experiment.
Figure 5 shows the correlation of the popular professional sports and obesity rate. The results are not as significant as the features of dietary habit. And then we have carried out the measurement about the correlation of fitness sports and obesity rate as shown in figure 6. The distribution is similar with the professional sports or even worse. These results are unexpected as sports and physical activity are always one of the hot topics in online social networks. The previous research on the physical activity is different from ours.
As shown in section 4, for the measurement on each proposed feature, we consider not just the numbers extracted from the data and meanwhile the user scale in the certain area are also considered. Furthermore, the user selection course is not just based on using physical activity key words directly. Although our measurement method could have some shortage but after multiple experiments the results are valid.

The causes of the results can be that: Sports especially the professional sports like football and basketball have attracted many attentions and people all like to watch or discussion issue related sports no matter them really do exercise or not. Therefore, in Twitter the corresponding distribution regularity of sports related tweets will be not obvious. The insufficient data may another reason for the results as the obesity data in different areas are list annually. If we can get more detailed authoritative data, the results will be more accuracy.

(3) Emotion and obesity

Figure 7. Correlation of emotion and obesity rate

Figure 7 shows that there is a statistically relationship between emotion and obesity rate. As we expect the emotion such as stress and depression are higher in high obesity areas. Nowadays, the development of social economy is so fast which speeds up people’s living rhythm and have brought various pressures. Users post their complaint or sentiment in Twitter as online social networks are satisfactory platform for people to express their emotion.

High stress and depression are identified as the causes of obesity for medical researchers. The experimental results have also confirmed the conclusion. For example, with our dataset Memphis
with the high obesity does also have high stress and depression scores.

(4) Self-consciousness and obesity

During the initial analysis of the crawled dataset, we conceive that this feature is related with the obesity rate and we want validate our thought through the experiments based on large scale actual data. Figure 8 shows measurement results, although the correlation is not more significant that dietary and emotion features, the results can illustrate the correlation of obesity rate and self-consciousness. In the high obesity area users are often more likely to talk about losing weight. Given all these observations above, the measurement results show that the proposed features (except the physical activity features) are correlated with obesity rate.

![Figure 8. Correlation of self-consciousness and obesity rate](image)

5.2. Obesity rate estimation

Epidemic model is usually used to estimate the condition of disease diffusion such as flu. Obesity is a kind of typical chronic disease which do not contain obvious stages like the infectious disease. In order to predicate the trend of obesity in certain area we propose an obesity trend estimation method based on the epidemic model idea. People can be divided into different groups and according to the number change of each group the obesity dynamic model in certain area can be constructed. The obesity status can be analyzed by the group size variation and related influence factors. The method is described as follows and related state transition diagram is shown in figure
In a certain area, supposing that $I(t)$ denotes the number of people who are obese at time $t$, $K$ denotes the coefficient of obesity, $S(t)$ denotes the number of people who are normal at time $t$. $I(0)=I_0$ means that initially there are $I_0$ people who are obese.

Assumption 1. Without regard to the population mobility, death rate or other population dynamic factors, the total number of people from each area is a constant value which denotes $N$, $S(t) + I(t) = N$.

Assumption 2. The coefficient of variation $K$ is a variable.

Assumption 3. When a person has gained weight, who will keep the obesity condition of body for a long time.

According to the assumptions above, the differential equation related obesity can be shown as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
I(t) + S(t) &= N \\
\frac{dI(t)}{dt} &= KS(t) + I(t) \\
I(0) &= I_0
\end{align*}
\] (7)

In our model the variation coefficient can be positive or negative. The value means that with the change of influencing factors obesity can adjust correspondingly. There are plenty of factors related to obesity and some factors are hard to measure in practice. In the previous sections, we have found that online social network can be used to reveal the life style. Therefore, according to user data the information related to obesity in online social network could be achieved and the coefficient $K$ can be calculated with these various online data.

How to use online user features effectively is essential to obesity population status estimation. In this paper, we adopt multiple linear regression model to analyze the relationship between different online user features and the obesity status. At first the information features need to be filtered further by the Pearson correlation coefficient calculation process. The results are shown in table 1 ($p=0.01$).
As shown in Table 1, it is clear that features like dietary habit and emotion are more related to obesity. For the physical activity, the results show that the correlations between this feature and obesity is relatively low. Therefore, during the analysis process of coefficient $K$ the physical activity will not be involved. As for the rest of the features, we utilize Mallet to calculate the value of $K$ with the multiple linear regression model. The concrete results are as following

$$K_l = \beta_0 + \beta_1 f + \beta_2 m + \beta_3 s$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $K_l$ is the value of $K$ based on multiple user features in certain area $l$. During the process, the Mallet has decoupled several features and eventually the dietary habit $f$, emotion $m$ and self-consciousness $s$ are variates for the regression model. $\beta_0$ is the random error. And $\beta_1 = 0.328$, $\beta_2 = 1.137$, $\beta_3 = 0.208$. After achieving the value of each parameter, we can obtain the obesity rate of certain area by input the feature value. For the parameters, the values are computed based on the data of each feature. If we obtain more user information, each parameter will be more accurate, and the obesity rate can be closer to the real value. $K_l$ is a positive variate its value can be different as the habits of users reflected in the online social network are changed.

With the regression model, the obesity variation coefficient can be obtained by different related user features. During the experiment, we used a city as the tweet information search scope, and the cities are selected based on the Gallup wellbeing dataset which contains the obesity rate in some large scale American cities of 2012. We used the city data to represent the data of state which the city is locating in. Furthermore, as little tweet information is gathered from some cities so finally
we selected 40 states to carry out the experiments (The eliminated states are HI, AK, MT, ID, ND, SD, NE, WY, NM, NV and PR). Among our dataset the state with the most Twitter user is California (CA) which contains 61409 users, and the state with the fewest users is Washington (WA) which contains 2619 validated users. The concrete way is as follows: using the data official data of each state from CDC as the initial value, using the variation of \( y_l \) with adjacent years as the value of coefficient \( K \), and at last the obesity status of certain areas at time \( t \) can be obtained. The obesity estimation results are shown figure 10 and figure 11.

Figure 10. USA obesity status (2013) calculated by our method

Figure 11. Official USA obesity status data (2013)
As shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, different colors represent different obesity degree. Some state such as Alaska and New Hampshire are lack of enough online social network data therefore, the obesity data are not calculated in the experiment process and their colors are set to dark blue. Although in the result there are some calculation errors the whole trend calculated by our method is similar to the CDC data. To explain the effectiveness of the results further, we have calculated the different values between our results and the official data as shown in figure 12.

According to the results shown in Figure 12, there are 19 states whose difference is lower than 0.01, there are 22 states with differences lower than 0.02. Compared with the disease study achievement such as on flu, the accuracy of the estimation on obesity is not at very high level but for the chronic disease the result can show the obesity trend to a certain degree. The reason of large error is due to the poor online social network data quality of these area, even the trend is similar but the difference is too large. Overall, the results are acceptable.

6. Discussion and conclusion

Users in online social networks can be regarded as different IOT nodes and various kinds of researches can be carried out according to their information. In this paper, we have extracted some features related obesity with online social network data crawled from online social networks and carried out some research on obesity detection in certain areas. The measurement on each feature is not just based on the simple statistics of key words on certain topic. User preference and their
emotion are also considered during the analysis process which is more detailed and reasonable. According to the measurement results, we have found that the obesity rate is close related with dietary habit, emotion and self-consciousness of users. In addition, based on the experiment results we have found that the relation between physical activity and obesity rate is difference with some existing methods although there is something different about the measurement method. With the analysis on the features related to obesity, we have tried to estimate obesity rate in certain urban areas. The results show that the features we proposed in this paper have correlation with the obesity rate. Furthermore, although the obesity rate estimation results are not 100 percent accurate but the results can also validate the effectiveness of this work. This research outcome can be applied many other IoT healthcare cases as long as there are sufficient information in online social networks. Users can be seen as the social sensors and based on various user information we can obtain the current situation of each kind of disease among online users. Accordingly, we can implement relevant measures to the specific disease based on the online social network sensors.

However, there are still some issues needed to be addressed: (1) As obesity is a kind of chronic which is very different with influenza the periodic is not obvious. It is hardly to study the obesity problem based on Twitter information with detailed time information. (2) Obesity is related to many factors but for the subjectivity users may not directly post corresponding information in online social networks which may cause the data scale is not enough to carry out more detailed experiments. (3) The geographic information is important but only a few users present their geo information which can cause the bias to the dataset, which could be fixed by applying more accurate localization IoT systems\cite{22}\cite{23}. In future studies, above problems will be fixed and carry out more detailed study on obesity analysis and prediction. Specifically, by using more accurate localization.
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